Communication Links – Local and Bargaining Unit Governance

Member with an issue related to governance.

Takes it to Unit Representative (where applicable) or Bargaining Unit President.

- Issue is resolved. Member contacted with the outcome.
- Issue is unresolved. Member advised of and given appropriate by-law or policy and any appeal process, if applicable.

The Bargaining Unit President consults with the Local Coordinator to review issue.

- Issue is resolved. Bargaining Unit President contacts the member with the outcome.
- Issue is unresolved. Member advised by the Bargaining Unit President of next step in the process.

The Local Coordinator consults with the Regional Vice-President.

- Issue is resolved. Member is informed of the outcome along with the Local Coordinator and Bargaining Unit President.
- Issue is unresolved. Member advised of next step in the process.

The Regional Vice-President sends the issue to the Office of the President for final resolution.

- Issue is finalized. Outcome sent to regional Vice-President, Local Coordinator, Bargaining Unit President, and member.